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1. Introduction

Let ^1, X2,...,Xn^ and Vi, Y2,..., Yn^hs independent ordered
samples from tvi'o populations with cumulative distribution functions
F(x) and Giy) respectively. It is assumed that the respective density
functions are differentiable in the neighbourhood ofthe population
quantiles. We also assume that the populations are unimodal and
absolutely continuous having the samefunctional form with identical
locations but possibly different variances and Without any
loss of generality we assume that the population medians are zero.
With these assumptions, we consider the problem of testing the
hypothesis :

H : _ o-j,2

against

A : Cx^>ay'^

For testing this hypothesis, in the case when the above two
samples come from normal populations, one can use the usual
variance ratio F-test but its use is inappropriate in case we ignore
the normality assumption since this test lacks robustness with respect
to normality. lu this contest, Geary [7] and Gayen [6] showed that
the F-test is sensitive to changes in kurtosis from the normal
distribution theoretical value of zero. Further, in view of the
asymptotically distribution-free nature of the F-statistic when suitably
normalized, Box & Anderson [1], [3] have shown on the basis of
extensive sampling experiments that the F-statistic is insensitive to
departures from normality, at least for large samples. Mood [9],
Lehmann [8J and Sukhatme [14] constructed non-parametric tests for
the above problem. In this paper, based on the intuition that in
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case the variation in Z-population is greater than that in Y-
population, then the difference between any two order statistics of X
will also be obviously greater than that between the corresponding
two order statistics of Y, an asymptotic non-parametric test has been
developed by using a finite number of quantiles and their neighbour
ing observations. In this context, the question of optimality of
number of quantiles and the number of neighbouring observations
to be used in applying this test has been examined. Further, the
asymptotic power of this test has been studied and an example given
at the end to illustrate its application. The test is quick in application
but appears to be poor theoretically. However, a study on the power
efficiency of this test with respect to different non-parametric tests
due to Mood, Lehmann and Sukhatme is presently under progress
and its results are proposed to be presented in a forthcoming publica
tion of the author.

2. Notations

Consider k non-negative numbers such that
o<p^<p^<....p^<\. Letv)^ denote the A'-population quantile of
order defined by for/=1, 2,..., A: with denoting
the corresponding sample quantile, where + l 2,nA [n^p^ is
the Guass symbol denoting the largest integer not exceeding n^p^
Similarly the F-population quantile is defined by ^i=G-^p^ where
Fpi denotes the corresponding sample quantile and ^i=[n^p^+ \.
Further let

and

a

The notation Xn—used in the sequel denotes conver
gence to normal distribution with mean [a and variance ct2. For
notational simplicity we take both the samples to be equal in size,
say «i=na=n, in which case a<=p<. Also let us take

3. The Proposed Test

The test statistic is defined as

k

1=1
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with the test function

" (2[3{/'co()V'-/C'̂ o/"c>i<)i
In order to use this result for adecision on the optimal choice of
m/s we need to have prior knowledge of the values of/ ("oO, / (w
andV"(^0 but in case the functional form of the distribution is un-
known; the choice of mi's has to be based on the following theorems;

1 if

0 otherwise

where the critical value ta for a (0<a<l) is so chosen for large «
that E [i' ( r™ )]= a, the level of significance.

According to the proposed test, 2k observations are to be taken
from each sample by choosing k to be very small mcomparison to
tm In this context, one has to decide about the optimal spacing o
quantiles and optimum choice of m/s. For determining the optimal
spacing of quantiles or equivalently for choosing thespacings suitably
in such a manner that the relative efficiency ofthe estimator attams
the maximum value, one can make use of the procedure due to
Ogawa [10] (see Sarhan &Greenberg [12]). According to this
procedure, for an optimum estimator of the standard deviation (t of
a normal distribution on the basis of a large sample in case of known
population location, the «; must be so chosen as to minimize the
mean square error of the estimator of <t. Further regarding
optimal choice of m<'s. Ogawa proved that for any symmetric popu
lation, the symmetric spacing ofquantiles is optimum.
aspect into consideration alongwith the assumptions made about the
two populations, we therefore prefer to use the symmetric spacing of
quantiles.

Regarding determination of the optimal value of mwhich
minimizes the asymptotic mean square error E

can use the results of various authors as are quoted below without
proofs ;

Theorem 3.1. [Bloch &Gastwirth (1968)1. Under the assump
tion that the first three derivatives of/W exist in the neighbourhood
of yji 2,..., k), the optimal value of /Wj is Ci« , where.
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Theorem 3.2. (Bloch and Gastwirth [2]). If /m<=o(«) and
nii-^ca for all i, then the statistic is a consistent estimator of

i//(viO.

Theorem 3.3. (Siddiqui [13]). Under the conditions of Theorem
3.2, the variate

and

-\/ 2m<
1 1

//(>]()
approximates the standard normal variate and

3 0 aS nU, Ttlj, «-»00
\ ' i ' i I

Since for fixed rm and large n, the statistic 27m< [/(tjO] )
is distributed like chi-square with 2/m< degrees offreedom, for practi
cal purposes the normal approximation as given in theorem 3.3 holds
for7Mj>15. Thus can be chosen in such a way that
and should converge in probability to the population quantile

Further the number of quantiles k is to be chosen insuch a way
that

for i=\, 2,..., k.

In. that case the variates are asymptoti

cally independent by Theorem 3.3. Suppose that for an ordered
sample of size 50, we take A=2 with mi=/M2=15 then ai=]7 and
a2=34. Now the order statistics to be used are Xz, Xsz, Z19 and
Z49. Here Xzz^Xig. Also since the order statistic Z19 will converge
to thepopulation quantile vji [F(•/)!) =i] as against >52 [F(-/)2)=-|], we
cannot take k=2 in this case but can take )t=l.

Now are asymptotically independent and so are
1 ' Is '

nm, >•••> ' n.m

"1 ft

Also since

C/'" " n(~^ ^ "I

\ g(40 ' gi^i) V2^i )
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then

t/'̂ ) - F''' _°L N
n,m. ' n,m > ''

» ' i

Hence

55

k j k

0 VE 2m\
or

2,.,,
S(/(l) g{li) )

•mi)

1

So that under the hypothesis H : == or equivalently

H -.firn) = g{li), i = 1, 2,.;.., k the variate

n(fc)

?{k)

^ /=!

->iV(0, 1)

4. Stcjoentization

It is to be noted that the asymptotic variance of the test statistic

rjf'and as such its asymptotic distribution depends on thefunctional
form of the distribution function F{x) under the hypothesis H. In

order to make the test statistic rjf'distribution-free, we use the con
sistent estimator of/^ Since is a consistent estimator of

(/(iQi))~^ by Theorem 3.2, using a convergence theorem due to

Slutsky [see Cramer (1946), pp. 254-55],
j=l "r "•'"i ^
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is a consistent estimator of

k

i=\

Hence a modified test statistic 2*" '̂ under the hypothesis //given by

ilTc)
T'

" Z=1

has an asymptotic standard normal distribution and it is thus
asymptotically distribution-free. We can thus perform the test of

hypothesis H: against the alternative A: > al with
the help of this studentized statistic for which we have the ultimate
test function

(. 0 otherwise
and where the sequence ?„,« is such that lim tn,oi=ta, while fa for

«->oo

0<a<l is such that 1—3'(?a)=®, the level of significance, and where
0(?) denotes the standard normal distribution function.

5, Asymptotic Relative Efficiency and Asymptotic Power

It was shown in section 3 that is asymptotically normally

distributed both under the hypothesis H and the alternative A. By

considering the alternative A:Q=dn, where 0n=l—^,i/>Osuch
that for it can be easily verified that all the conditions
of Pitman-Noether's theorem (jee Puri d Sen [11], pp. 113-114) are
satisfied. We can therefore computethe asymptotic relative efficiency

of the T '̂'̂ test with respect to the variance ratio/^-test.

Let G(x)=F(0x). Then the hypothesis // : is equi
valent to the alternative hypothesis ^4 with 0=1. The mean under
the alternative A for large n is

f=i
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/ '̂T(\
n

de ,a ,/0=1 (=1

The variance of under the hypothesis H is given by

k

Var

j=I

Thus as in Sukhatme (1957), the efficiency of the test is given
by

[i-h)'
1=1
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1=1

It is v^ell known {see Geary [7], Sukhatme [14]) that for two
samples ofequal size ii, the efficiency of the variance ratio F-test is
2n[^2 —\), where P2 denotes the kurtosis. Hence the asymptotic
relative efficiency of the test with respect to the F-test denoted

by ARE (T"" , F) is

AREiT'f ,F)=-^
(y f[irii)]-A

P2-I
2n

1= 1

For the normal distribution if we take /c=l and -qi as the population
median, then writing im and c< for /=1 as m and c respectively, we
have

ARE{T^ ,F)-—-^1,5










